Exercises examples

Author: Alena Vávrová

Find Operations
Teacher
Prepare tiles on board so they create Abaku rows. In such way you may prepare
even more independent rows in one exercise.
Play

Student
Students try to find equations according to Abaku principles and select mathematical
operations used in such equations. They are not able to move with the tiles.

Example
Place row 1234 on board and students select addition + (1 + 2 = 3) and division : (12 : 3 =
4).

This exercise type is very similar to finding equations, so you may use the same number
rows. Yet I would recommend limit the length of row to 6 numbers for younger and 8
numbers for older children.
At least two different mathematical operations should be used in all rows.

Addition and subtraction
Up to number 20, for younger students, preferably first-grades.

6331211
8716422
4261729
5325743

1734812
17815611
58134711
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45963710

Rows with all math operations

431226
168817
1785630
5735155
3649763
6427663
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Find Equation
Teacher
Prepare tiles on board so they create Abaku rows. In such way you may
prepare even more independent rows in one exercise.
Play

Student
Students try to find equations according to Abaku principles and select tiles forming the
equation one by one. They are not able to move with the tiles.

Example
Place row 1234 on board and students select numbers 1, 2, 3 (equation 1 + 2 = 3) and add
it. Then select 1, 2, 3, 4 (equation 12 : 3 = 4), and add it.

Addition and subtraction of one-digit numbers
Set of rows for first-graders. First rows are only about adding and subtracting. Students learn
to solve the rows like adding beads on the string. When creating own rows be aware not to
intersect them in just the one outter number as the first row below is. Students will learn to
select related triplets without any counting very fast.

11213141516
918176151431
2134261729
91826331211
26871642279
8532574369
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Adding and subtracting up to twenty
We are still in first grade. Now we work with two-digits numbers which students perceive
both as one two-digits number and two separate numbers. Keep in mind the specials
treatment of number zero (see last row, it is not 22 + 0 = 22, but 2 + 20 = 22 - since zero
doesn’t like to be alone and must be always attached to some other number).

1781561127916
3581347113145
951451963710
2017348122022

Adding and subtracting one and two-digits numbers
Best for practicing memory counting abilities. Rows are best suitable for second grades, but
also for older students for practice.

87152237104711
41589980235712
31437436387178
72531922314374

Multiplication and division
These are fairly easy to create. Just remember not to prefer one equation or one type of
equation and do not omitted some connection of numbers.

34126281644520
78563010372144
5735155251050
36497631829327
42766364954520
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Rows using all math operations

36946530954550
73219413521042
38243248805166
3584048689436
4728164412336
8972173943575
3618216987214
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Fill in the Blanks
Teacher
Prepare tiles on board so they create Abaku rows. Leave some squares before,
in the middle, or at the end empty and tap them to indicate that these should be
filled in.

Play

Student
Students fill in the blank squares with tiles to create as many equations as possible. They
are not able to move with the tiles.

Example
Place row 12_4 on board and allow students to use numbers 3, 8 and 0. Students put
number 3 in the blank and thus creates equation 1234. Or the they may fill it in with 1284.
Number 0 is of no use here and doesn’t create any equation.

1 2 _ 4 ... and allow to use 8, 3, 5

_ 8 1 6 ... and allow to use 0, 2, 8

7 _ 1 4 ... and allow to use 7, 3, 2
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Rearrange Tiles
Teacher
Prepare tiles on board. They need not to be Abaku rows. In such way you may
prepare even more independent rows in one exercise.
Play

Student
Students rearrange tiles to create an equation (by using Abaku principles) with as many
subequations as possible.

Example
Place 4213 row on board and students may rearrange it to 1234, which contains two
equations (1 + 2 = 3, 12 : 3 = 4) or 4312, which contains three equations (4 – 3 = 1, 3 – 1 =
2, 4 × 3 = 12).

Multiplication (or division)
Following exercises are good for teaching how to multiply (or divide) as well as for
rearranging purposes.

1226
1268
1289
1234
1355
1237
1446
2348
2379
2446
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2478
3469
4559
2467
4688
4569
3679
3789
1899

Addition (or subtraction)
Following exercises are good for teaching how to add (or subtract) as well as for rearranging
purposes.

1912
1934
4195
6197
1978
2184
5138
7158
8168
5127
6137
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7417
6115
6126

Roots and cubes

4337
1255
2979

Multi-digit rows
Previous rows serves as a base for the following multi-digit rows. Feel free to use the pattern
with other rows from above.

12368
24688
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Replace Tiles
Učitel
Prepare tiles on board. They need not to be Abaku rows. Also prepare tiles that
students might use to replacing. In such way you may prepare even more
independent rows in one exercise.

Play

Student
Students replaces tiles lying on board with the one from their stacks to create an equation
(by using Abaku principles) with as many subequations as possible. Tiles can be replaced
only one for one and tiles lying on the board cannot be moved.

Example
Place row 1274 on board and allow numbers 3 and 0 to be used. Students replace number 7
with number 3 and create an equation 1234 containing two equations. Number 0 is of no use
here since it doesn’t create any equation.

9 3 1 0 ... and 1 2 5 for replacing
9 5 1 2 ... and 3 4 5 7 for replacing
8 3 1 2 ... and 1 2 4 9 for replacing
1 3 4 5 ... and 8 9 2 for replacing
1 4 7 6 ... and 1 2 7 8 for replacing
2 8 1 8 ... and 0 5 6 9 for replacing
9 5 1 5 ... and 2 5 4 6 for replacing
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Having any idea?
If you have crafted some nice exercises and want to show them to the world, feel free to
send them to us. We are more than happy to enrich our collection.

abaku.org
info@abaku.org
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